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Isaac Stern
Next Artist
For Concert
Isaac Stern, world renowned
violinist, will appear in Memorial
Gymnasium Tuesday, Jan. 11, at
8:15 p.m. as the second artist in
the 1954-55 University Concert
Series.
Stern was launched on the concert route after his promising New
York debut in 1937. His steady climb
upward was followed with interest by
critics from coast to coast.
With his Carnegie Hall concert on
Jan. 12, 1943, he rocketed into the
sparsely populated realm of first-flight
violinists.
Praised By Critics
Critics in New York and cities
across the United States, in Europe,
Israel, South America, and Australia
have echoed unstinting enthusiasm.
Stern, a hard-working young American, takes his job of making music
ith complete seriousness. He plays
ninety concerts a season and appears
annually with almost every major
Scene from Christmas Vesper services last Sunday shows
Prof. Lewis Niven directing the Glee Club
orchestra in the country.
in one of its number. Ov•...t. 200 students participated
in the annual event which drew a capacity
His last six summers have been
crowd.
spent filling the demands from foreign
(Photo by Meinecke)
countries where he has become known
through his Columbia records.
Among Stern's extensive list of recordings are several all-time best
sellers, including the Tschaikowsky.
Brahms and Wieniawski concertos.
Books v.ill be closed, dormitory committee undertook
extensive clec- Memorial Gymnasium before a caBorn In Russia
The 1954-55 Good Will Chest
doors will be locked, and the class oration.
pacity audience. More than 200 stu- went
over the $2,000 mark TuesStern was born, July 21, 1920. in bell will cease
dents participated in the candlelight
to ring shortly before
Kriminiesz, Russia. His parents
day
night
in its campus-wide apmusical program.
brought him to San Francisco when noon Friday as some 3.000 Maine
peal for $2,500 for charities.
We asked the man who knew
Provisi
ons
similar to those made at
he v. as one year old. At six, Stern students prepare to leave campus for and lw said M lay,
With several team reports lacking,
not Tues!lay. Thanksgiving for students who are rebegan studying the piano.
Delano Boutin, president of the Good
the Christmas holidays. The UniverRumor had it that Maine stu- maining on campus and
who would Will Board of Governors, said
Two years later he switched to the sity
he was
will dose down until Monday. dents would start classesn Tues- like to have Christmas dinner with
a confident that Good Will would reach
violin, his interest being aroused by
day,
Jan.
4,
follow
ing
Christ
mas
faculty
member are being made by its goal this year.
the incessant practising of a next-door Jan. 3.
vacation. This is not truf., ac- the SRA office.
neighbor.
During the past week the Yule Spirit
The cleanup phases of the drive
cording to Registrar James A.
North Dormitory 10 will be opened
Stern's only teacher was Naoum took over the campus. Dormitory
have
been extended to Jan. 7. The
Harmo
n.
for students staying on campus durBlinder. the San Francisco Sympho- Christmas parties, traditional fraterboard of governors voted the exten"Classes bill begin as usual c,n ing the vacation period if the number sion
ny's concert master. He has never nity parties for underprivileged chilthis week to give team workers
studied abroad and is the only major dren and evenirg Christmas dinners in Monday, Jan. 3," accurd;ng to warrants, according to the housing opportunity to contact
students who
office.
violinist whose training is exclusively the women's dormitories highlighted Harmon.
have been unable to make gifts at this
The
American.
Campu
s
is
publishing its ride time.
the festivities.
pool this week as a service to those
The largest single organizational
The brightest spot on campus was
Last Sunday the annual Christmas seeking rides and
passengers home gift of the campaign
the Memorial Union where the house Vespers Program was presented in
has been made
the for the holidays.
by the International Club. The group
earned $50 for Good Will in a recent
stamp sale.
Several fraternities have topped
their quotas. Boutin reported. He
Final listing of the Campus ride
said that fraternity and faculty giving
pool shows that 31 people have signed
was generally increased this year.
the lists posted in the Bookstore and
Dormitory gifts are down comAdministration Building lobbies for
pared to last year, Boutin said.
holiday rides and passengers.
RIDES WANTED
To New York and vicinity: Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Jalbert, 19 High St..
Old Town; Nicholas Legatos, 402 Oak
Hall; Russell Kinamon, 411 Hannibal
Sixty delegates from ten New EngHamlin.
land colleges visited the University
To Boston and vicinity: Henry
last week end for the sixth annual
Flynn. North Dorm 8: Martin Nelson,
regiona
l convention of the Associa334 Dunn Hall: George Michelsen.
tion of College Unions.
1 1 1 Hannibal Hamlin; Miriam TurTermed by conference chairman
ran, Colvin Hall; Harding Clark, No.
Peggy
Daigle "a great success." the
Dorm 5; and Mrs. Ralph Wood, 17-C,
conference centered on the theme
So. Apts.
"Personnel, Publicity, and Program."
To Southwest Harbor: Stephen
Paul Butler, student head of Maine's
Joyce. North Dorm 8.
Union, said the University particularTo New Haven, Conn.: Fred Lyon,
ly benefited from information on
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
operation of game rooms. The Maine
To Albany, N. Y.: Donald W. ColUnion's game room is expected to be
vin, 128 Corbett Hall.
open sometime late in the second
To Waterville: Joan Smith. Colvin;
semester. The room will feature bilBarbara Smith, Colvin.
liards and table tennis.
To Portland: Carolyn Johnson,
Schools represented were UniverColvin.
sity of Rhode Island, Northeastern
To York: Judith Doe, 451 South
Talking over plans for the annual Military Ball are Peter Standl
University, University of Massachuey, president of the Scabbard and
Estabrooke.
setts. Colby College, University of
Blade
Societ
y,
and
the
the
queen
candid
ates. Vying for the honorary lieutenant colonel title this year
To Northeastern, Vt.: Mrs. Olive
Connecticut, Boston University, Bowarc, left to right, Barbara Ilvorien, Rose Ellen Wedge, Nancy Moorhead,
Lucas, Chadbourne.
don College, Massachusetts Institute
Mary Lou Ilughes, and Patricia
(Continued on Page Five)
Wade. The ball is scheduled for January 14 in Memorial Gym.
of Technology, Brown University and
(Photo by Meinecke)
University of New Hampshire.

University Cioses For Christmas

Good Will Chest
Collects $2,000;
Holidays Quota Expected

Ride Pool Lists
Signed By 31

Sixty Here For
Union Conference
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Dean's Family
These are the five young children
and the wife of Ashley S. Campbell,
Dean of the College of Technology.
Dr. Campbell became Dean of the
College of Technology here in 1950
when he was 31 years old. At that
time he was one of the youngest men
in the country to hold such a position.
Before his appointment here he was
assistant in the graduate school of
engineering at Harvard University in
1948 and 1949 and assistant professor of mechanical engineering at
Harvard in 1949 and 1950.
He attended elementary and secondary schools in his home town of
Montclair, N. J. It was during these
grade school years that he met his
future wife.
She was then Mary Fishier, younger sister of a school friend. Later
she attended and graduated from the

o*sti4-.4.-1*444:11*11

•.41.1, •*44* *444444*

Dean Campbell and family at home. Left to right are Chris,
. Campbell, Martha. Gordy, Dr. Campbell and Ash.
Phil, Mr,
(Photo by Meinecke)
National Aca-derny of Dzsign in Ne's
York City.
Dr. Campbell graduated from Harvard University receiving his B.S.
degree in 1940. Following his graduation he worked from 1940-1945 for
the Wright Aeronautics Corporation
in Paterson, N. J. At Harvard University he received his M.S. degree
in 1947 and his Ph.D. in 1948.
Sports Enthusiast
Although he carried a heavy academic schedu!e through college days.
Dr. Campbell still had time for a
busy extracurricular program. He enjoyed squash. tennis, intramural basebal and tennis, instrumental study
and singing.

ARROW DEALER
in Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith
45 years of service to U. of M.students

'
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Young Technology Dean
Proud Father Of Five
BY BEVE FOWUE
The door was opened by a calm
young woman.
In the living room Phillip, 3,
"Gordy," 5, and "Chris," 8, rushed
in to see the visitor. They said,
"Hello" shyly, but politely. Immediately the two youngest scrambled on
top of each other to get a rubber ball
on the floor. Chris said, "Hey, fellas,
let's go upstairs." They trooped out.
2, red1
In a few minutes Martha, 6/
checked from the outdoors, came in
to show "Mommy" her school papers.
"Why, Martha, didn't you wear your
coat?"
"Oh, I did, but I hung it up outside." As she saw that we were busy
she sat quietly beside her mother,
waiting until later to talk.
Just before I left, "Ash" came in
from play. "Are you a reporter?" he
asked.

PlILK 1111SEHEIT COIIPlil
BIJOU - Bangor

$1.00
$1.30

They're the greatest thing in comfort
since the figleaf. And, Arrow underwear
is easier to find than fig leaves, too. Your
Arrow dealer has Arrow underwear which
gives you solid comfort, real unbounded
ease in any position. Until you've worn
Arrow underwear you've never known
what comfort really is.
Arens*

111•110

ARROW UNDERWEAR
SHIRTS • TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS • CASUAL WEAR

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STRIET

Dec. 18-19-20-21
Sat. Sun., Mon.. Tues.
"DOWN TIIREE DARK
STREETS"
Broderic Crawford, Ruth
Roman (From Headquarters
the word was out—Spies-Murderers-Racketeers-Girl-Baiters)

Wed., Thurs., Fri.,
Dec. 22-23-24
"FORT ALGIERS"
Yvonne DeCarlo. Carlos
Thompson
plus
"THE LITTLE Ft GITIVE"
Richie Andrusco, Brooklyn's
Gift to the Movies.

Dec. 17-18, Fri., Sat.
"CRIME WAVE"
Sterling Hayden. Phyllis Kirk

OROPSO
Fri. & Sat., Dec. 17-18
Robert Newton. James Mason
"THE DESERT RATS"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:00; 6:50-8:50
Sun. & Mon. Dec. 19-20
Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain
in Technicolor
"DUEL IN THE JUNGLE"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:20; 6:40-8:40
Tues.& Wed., Dec. 21-22
Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
"PRIVATE EYES"
6:30-9:15
Also
Montgomery Cleft. Jennifer
Jones
"Indigeretion of an American
Wife"
7:50
Thurs., Dec. 23
Jack Palance. Constance Smith
"THE MAN IN THE ATTIC"
6:30-8:25
Feature 7:00-8:50
Fri. & Sat., Dec. 24-25
Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl
In Color
"BENGAL BRIGADE"
Sat. Matinee 2:30;6:30-8:30
Feature 3:00; 6:50-8:50

plus
"THE DESPERADO"
Wayne Morris, Beverly Garland

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

Dec. 19-20-21
Sun., Mon., Tues.
"WAKE OF THE RED
WITCH"
John Wayne, Gail Russell
plus
"ROOGIE'S BUMP"
Ruth Warrick, R. Mariotti and
the Brooklyn Dodgers
Dec. 22-23, Wed.,Thum
"VALLEY OF THE SUN"
Lucille Ball, James Craig
plus
"IT CAME FROM OUTER
SPACE"
Richard Carlson. Barbara Rush

•—

At przsent Ii.:. is s:ill a sports enthusiast. "The early spring bass fishing at Pusha..v Pond is marvelous," he
says. "Also trout and Atlantic Salmon
—if and when," he added. He is a
hunter—especially interested in partridge and rabbits.
Around home he spends much time
repairing broken toys which, according to Mrs. Campbell, are the natural
results of active children. For relaxation he often sits down at the
piano.
At their summer home in Randolphe, N. H., the whole family enjoys mountain climbing trips up and
around the White Mountains. Canoeing and camping out are also favorites.

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

llewlershlre
Sprisetior flown

Oro

Fascinating Art
Hangs At Carnegie
A fast-rising American artist, who
showed his first work only two years
ago, is having 30 of his drawings in
pen and ink displayed in the Print
Room, Carnegie Hall, during December.
Henry Toledano, who has been
compared with Goya and Ensor, is an
artist of the fantastic and grotesque.
His India-ink drawings represent
nightmarish characters and situations
that fascinate and disturb simultaneously.
Art history, both primitive and
civilized, has always had its unusual. non-conforming individuals. One
unique quality strongly inherent in
all such masters of the fantastic is a
complete oblivion to the visual world.
They possess a strange faculty for
delving deep into their own senses
for emotional reactions.
Usually, with little or no formal
training, they work with sure and controlled hands attaining a perfection of
line and color often much admired
by our greatest academic masters.
Henry Toledano fits neatly into this
category of unique, self-taught, and
emotionally powerful "intro-spectors."
His images are tantalizingly real and
yet. unreal.

Eight Students Honored
At Scholarship Dinner
Eight University students who are
recipients of Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company Scholarships, were
guests of honor at a dinner in Estabrooke Hall recently. The dinner
was sponsored by the A & P.
Four of the students are majoring
in agricultural economics and farm
management and four in home economics. They are Harry Laiho, Paul
Leonard, Herbert Osgood, and William Tiedemann, who received $100
scholarships; and Patricia Daigle.
Cynthia Giles, Maryjane Harris, and
Sandra Stewart, who received S75
scholarships.
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f: Pre-Christmas Parties Set Season Spirit
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By BEVE FOWLIE
The Christmas spirit of the coming
holidays caught up with some of the
fraternities on campus this week end
as the fall houseparties got under way.
Lambda Chi Christmas Dance.
Music: Lou Pearson and his band;
party favors: black and white fluffy
stuffed puppies with the fraternity
crest on the dog collar; chaperons:
Mr. anti Mrs. Hugh J. Murphy and
Gram Sprague. On Saturday the
couples enjoyed an outing at the
Woodland Castle. Chaperons: Mr.
and Mrs. Charles G. Werner and
Gram Sprague.
Sigma Nu Winter Holidays Dance.
Music: Sammy Saliba; party favors:
fraternity crested steins; chaperons:
Prof. and Mrs. Fay Highland and
Prof. and Mrs. Lyle Jenness. Couples enjoyed outing at Brooks, on
Saturday. Chaperons: Sergeant and
Mrs. Earl B. Eastwood and Sergeant
Betty Ann Durling displays a doll wearing clothes made by the
and Mrs. John L. Guimond.
Home Ec Club for the Old Town Firemen's Christmas toy repair
Beta Theta Pi Christmas Dance.
project. Besides sewing dolls' clothing the club members decorated
Music: Jim Archer and his orchestra;
Merrill Hall Lounge.
(Photo by Reed)
party favors: pajamas with the fraternity name embossed on the front.
Chaperons: Mr. and Mrs. George held its annual Christmas party at the Mr. and Mrs. George E. Clifford
Bangor Children's Home Sunday af- and Ma Silsby; in charge of arrangeBilling.
ternoon.
ments: David Elliot.
Phi Gamma Delta Christmas
Pi
Beta
Phi
held
a
Christmas
Delta Tau Delta Winter Holiday
party
Dance. Music: Nat Diamond and his
Dance. Music: Mel Tukey and his
band; party favors: red and white for its members Monday evening.
The Chi O's enjoyed a pizza supper band; party favors: leather picture
striped night shirts and caps with
at Delta Tau Delta Tuesday evening. frame cases with the fraternity crest;
"Fiji" on the pocket. Chaperons: Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald W. Barnes and Wednesday afternoon the girls assist- chaperons: Mr. and Mrs. Douglass
Mother Tate. Outing: Hampden ed the Kappa Sigmas with their Wiley and Mother Baron; other
Canoe Club. Chaperons: Capt. and children's party. The sorority held its guests: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howell.
Christmas party Monday evening.
Phi Mu Delta Winter Frolic. Music:
Mrs. Moffat A. C. Gardner. CoThe
members
of
Delta
Delta
Lloyd
Delta
Rafnell and his band; party
chairmen of week-end festivities:
presented their annual Pine party for favors: fraternity cups and saucers;
Brad Claxton and James Rouvalis.
new pledges, collegiate members, and chaperons: Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Kappa Sigma Christmas party.
alumnae members at the MOC cabin York and Mother Perry; outing,
Music: Pete Bernier; party favors:
Monday evening. The group presented Hampden Canoe Club; chaperons:
stuffed dogs: chaperons: Dr. and Mrs.
their annual Christmas skit for the Mr. and Mrs. George Billias.
Charles G. Werner. In charge of arBangor Mental Hospital on Tuesday
The girls of Estabrooke Hall held
rangements: Bob Giguere.
evening. Last Thursday evening the a dinner-dance on Friday
evening.
Phi Kap Arabian Nights party.
group were the guests of Sigma Chi Introducing the evening
activities was
Music: Night Hawkes; party favors:
for a spaghetti feed.
a buffet dinner of lobster a la Newwhite stuffed dogs; chaperons: Mr.
Alpha Omicron Pi held a supper burg. Later on. following
a skit by
and Mrs. John Manchester; Mr. and
and Christmas party on Monday eve- the girls of South Estabrooke
led by
Mrs. Herbert A. Leonard; outing on
ning.
Patricia Gill, the couples enjoyed
Saturday: Camden Snow Bowl. In
Delta Zeta held a Christmas party dancing to the music of Sammy Saliba
charge of arrangements: Cy Hubbard.
in honor of their new pledges Mon- and his band. Guests for
this occaChristmas party at Alpha Gamma
day evening.
sion were Dean Edith Wilson and
Rho. Music: Jack Donough; party
Due to lack of space in the Campus Mr. and Mrs. Mark Shibles.
Chapfavors: compact-lipstick cases: chaplast week accounts of several social erons were Mr. and Mrs. Wofford
erons: Dr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Li% ingevents were omitted.
G. Gardner and Dr. and Mrs. Donpion and Mr. and Mrs. Earle R.
Theta Chi Christmas Dance. Music: ald L. Quinsey and house
directors
Melendy. In charge of events: MalMagic City Five; party favors: brace- Mrs. Ida Sturtevant
and Mrs. Gladys
colm Holt.
lets with fraternity crest; chaperons: L. Oakley.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Christmas Vic
Dance. Chaperons: Captain and
Mrs. Robert A. Chabot. In charge of
People Saarrangements: Alan Hamilton.
BETTS BOOKSTORE
A jam session was held at ATO
1/o4 cam ‘iocci d al PARK'S
Saturday afternoon with music by Mel
16 State St.
Bangor i
PARK'S HARDWARE
Tukey and his band.
& VARIETY
Oiono, Maine
WWI Street
The members of Phi Mu sorority
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PEGGY DAIGLE

Baked by

For her fine work as chairman of the New England
Regional Conference of College Unions

John J. Nissen

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE

Baking Corp.

ARSOLI TEt

Follow ing are sonic of the engineering fields Sperry
is engaged in:
Electronics — Microwave — Radar — Servo-Mcchani.nis
Computers — Aircraft Navigation — Electronic tube
development including Klystrons — Fractional II. P.
motors and transformers — Communication equipmesat
Loran — Sonar — Fire control equii •nt — Control. for
Guided Missiles — Technical writing — Standards
engineering work, digital computer., solid .tate di.‘ ice.. etc.
•9 graduate schools available in ‘iciiiity of laboratory for further
studies through company paid tuition refund program.
• Modern lab facilities and equipment a‘ailable to y 011 for the
further development of your technical education

18 Mill Street

• Convenient transportation
• Recreation facilities and congenial friendly associates
• Adequate attractive housing available
• A satisfying, well paid career awaits you at Sperry

SUMMERTIME POSITIONS OPEN
FOR STUDENTS IN JUNIOR YEAR
WITH GOOD ACADEMIC RECORDS
Our engineering department heads will be available Jan. 12
to gi‘ u. 1111 full detail. and tell you about the high
le...I engineering uork Sto•rr, i. engaged in.
Plea.e arrange for appointment at your
placement

SPERRY Gyroscope Co.
DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORP

FREE

1-1ILLSON CLEANERS
•

Start your career with Sperry, leading engineering
record of stable,
emi.i.tent growth through the de%elopment of new
and better product...ince 1910

contpany enjwiing an enviable

• Modern plant, in suburban area, 45 minutes from the heart
of New York City

PICTURE AND GIFT SHOP

HOLSUM BREAD

Bangor-Brewer, Maine

Majoring in electrical, mechanical and aeronautical
engineering and in physics and math.

• Full employee benefits

Shop at

To

Plus Sunshine Vitamin D

Sr. Engineering Students

• Top Rates

-17
arlo

and

CHRISTMAS CARDS

For the week of December 13, 1954

Buy

Engineering Graduates

• Association with top men in the field

MIAMI

Be Holsum Look Ilolsum

ATTENTION

For Bangor's Largest Selection of

•

•

Members of Chi Omega Sorority Stanley Lewis, Sigma Phi Epsilon, to
were hostesses at a tea held at Car- Ellen Cummings; Allan Hamilton,
negie Hall Sunday afternoon. The Sigma Phi Epsilon, to Frances
tea marked the opening of an exhibi- (Chummy) Hanson; Donald Mott,
tion of paintings by Miss Julia Craw- Sigma Phi Epsilon, to Janice Lord;
ford, a New Brunswick artist. On the George Earle, Sigma Phi Epsilon, to
committee for the tea were Jean Suzanne Norton.
Pinned: Donald Woodman, LambPartridge, chairman, Patricia Kelley,
Barbara fierce, and Janet Malcolm. da Chi Alpha, to Barbara Guptill;
Claudette Halle was in charge of Norman Cole, Beta Theta Pi, to Jean
posters; Priscilla Draper and Kath- Chapman.
Engaged: Sally Small, Lewiston,
ryn Craw ford, publicity; Mary Flood
and Patricia Wade, invitation; Kay to Guy Hartnett, Sigma Nu; Marion
Handy, reception; and Peggy Flynt, Farr to Richard Hawkins, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Beverly Strout to Edcenterpiece.
Pinned: Bob Campbell, Delta Tau ward Salmon, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Delta, to Diane Dorr; Brad Hall, Pat Ludkin to James G. Bradley,
Kappa Sigma, to Joanne Vail; Fran- Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Constance
cis (Tiger) Soychak, Alpha Tau Averill to Leland Fuller, Alpha
Omega, to Constance Schliesman; Gamma Rho.
Thomas Reynolds, Alpha Tau Ome- Engaged: Kay Fletcher to Abbott
ga, to Olive Lane; Dave Taminer, Mosher, Lambda Chi Alpha; Nancy
Psi Upsilon, Bowdoin, to Joanne Hunt to Joseph Young, Beta Theta
Sweetser; Arthur Westenburger, Pi.
Sigma Chi, to Selma Heistad; Ted
Kegelman, Theta Chi, to Angela
Don't mar the brilliant holiday
Nichols; John Heyer, Beta Theta Pi, week end with auto accidents. Tragedy
to Beverly Farrar; Allan Wheeler, will be on the highways watching for
Tau Epsilon Phi, to Shirley Warden; the careless driver.

Orono 63647

Marcus Ave.& Lakeville Rd.
Great Neck,Long Island. \c‘‘ York
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On

I'm Dreaming Of Christmas oft oate4 eawir444e4
For the Campus's Christmas message, Rev. Richard 13atchelder.
SRA Director, was asked to express his thoughts on the Uni‘ersity
at this time of year.

What kind of Christmas are you dreaming of?
In Maine, you don't have to dream about a White
Christmas, because it will be white whether or not you
dream about it. So I'm dreaming of a year-round
Christmas.
Christmas has a way of bringing out the best in all
of us. Our student body, which usually stays away
from assemblies in multitudes, fills the gym to overflowing for Christmas Vespers, and comes away in a
refreshed and thoughtful mood. A Fraternity plays
Santa Claus for children who otherwise would have had
a dreary holiday. A Sorority collects money to begin
its support of a destitute German boy.
And all of us, despite our joking about it, get a
real satisfaction out of thinking of others at Christmas
time, whether by giving money to those in need, or by
sending Christmas cards and giving presents to friends
and family.
In short, instead of thinking mostly about our;elves, like we usually do, we discover at Christmas the
joy that comes from forgetting about ourselves and
making other people happy.
I'm dreaming of a year-round Christmas. How
about you?

Cc/JAL/ads

Santa Claus Is Exposed
We sincerely hate to cast this note of gloom in here, but we
can't let the opportunity go by without a stab at one phase of
this holiday season.
And this is to say that we find no Christmas joy at all in
picturing the poor disillusioned children lately staring horrified
at their television screens seeing Santa Claus take off his beard
to demonstrate an electric razor.
Now having commented on this current world problem,
we take leave until 1955.

Looking Back And Ahead
It has often been said that the three weeks between Thanksgiving vacation and the Christmas holiday is one of the hardest
parts of the year.
Backers of this idea claim all a person can do in this period
is mark off the days left before vacation.
Being among those who had no room left on the calendar
for this (it is too crowded with statistics on days, hours, and
minutes before graduation), we find that once again we are
stuffing good-as-new textbooks between the pressed sport coats
and dirty towels to take home, knowing well the books will
probably never get out of the suitcase.
But as this Christmas vacation nears, we sincerely believe
that in the four times we will have left the University for this
holiday, we have never thought things looked better for it than
they do this year.
It seems to have been a very good year so far with many indications that the rest of this year and future years will be even
better.
On this note the Campus staff takes this space to wish
everyone

Merry Christmas
Happy New Year

The Maine Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University
of Maine. Subscription rate—$1.00 per semester. Local advertising rate--75e per
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Read Any Good Books Lately?
EDITED BY REG BOWDEN
Princeton, N. J.—(1.P.)—The enemy of learning at the university level
is the text book, the class room lecture, and the course system, declared
Dr. George Gallup, director, American Institute of Public Opinion.
"As a one-time college professor,
and as an observer of universities
both here and abroad, I have come
reluctantly but inevitably to this conclusion," he adds.
"In contrast to European universities, we lean heavily on text books
which consist for the most part of bits
and pieces of knowledge cannibalized
from other text books. Too often the
professor, in his class room lecture,
merely repeats the material covered
by the text book. And the student.
once he has memorized and then re-

gurgitated the text book material in
a true-false quiz, can promptly forget the whole dull business."
"Is there any wonder that so many
students stop reading books and stop
tr)ing to broaden their intellectual
horizons when they leave college?
For that is what happens. We have
found persons who have not read a
single book since they left school.
"On the occasion of its twenty-fifth
anniversary, an alumni group of one
of our best known universities sent
a questionnaire to all members of the
class. Half of all those replying admitted that they had not read any
book in recent months. And that to
me is at least one measure of how
bad an education that class received."
*

*

*

Syracuse, N. Y.—(ACP)—Syra-

cuse University students are requested
not to run naked through the streets
of downtown Syracuse.
The Daily Orange reports that a
university spokesman said that "this
is a direct violation of university
rules."
Any students apprehended will be
severely reprimanded.
* * *
Ellensburg, Wash.—(ACP)—Bonfire rallies at Central Washington College here may be a thing of the past.
Claiming that students "don't really
care for the bonfire" at Homecoming
rallies, the Central Crier, weekly student publication, prophesies that "the
bonfire will be extinguished. It's
about time!"

Bate44ateet

Why Should Vets Get A Bonus?
BRUCE COURTNEY
Many of the males on this campus will some day be known as "vets."
There are already nearly 350 persons
on campus who now are in this
category.
So any legislation that deals with
Maine veterans should also be of
interest to all male Maine residents
on campus.
There is a certain bill going before
the next Legislature. This bill involves a bonus to Maine veterans. A
bonus of $100 to World War II veterans and a bonus of $200 to Korean
veterans.
Maine is the only state in New
England that has not issued such a
bonus. In fact, it is one of the few
states that did not give a bonus to
veterans of World War II.
The World War II bonus was intended to make up, in part, for the
low pay of the man in the service.
In those days a defense worker was
making about $100 a week, while the
soldier, sailor or marine was getting
less than $50 a month.
The Korean bonus is intended to
benefit the service man who is two
years behind the civilian in finding
his occupation. Because his father
owns a farm or he has dependents, or
he has a bad ear or flat feet, a male
under 26 does not have to serve his
country in the service. But these defects do not hinder him in getting a
two-year jump in business on the returning service man.
There are some people that can
save more money in the service and
advance further in two years of service life than they could have in industry. These persons are few and
far between unless they make the service their career.
The Korean bonus will tend to aid
the veteran in making up for those
two years he spent in the service of hi,
country and not in business.
A bill of this type has passed th:
Legislature only once although it ha,
been introduced each year since 1945
And when it was put to the people
for referendum, it was defeated.
We believe that such a referendum
would now get a majority vote.
We also believe that such a bonus
would be a godsend to any veteran in
school or even otherwise employed
And the day will come when the
veteran-to-be will also consider a
lump $200 a godsend.
Some opponents of this bill have
stressed that other interests in the
state would suffer, if this type of
bill is passed. Something like "robbing Peter to pay Paul."
It has even been. mentioned that
educational interests in the state would
suffer. And Maine has one of the
lowest rates of pay for teachers'
Ranking about 36 of the 48 states
And some Maine teachers get as little
as $2400 a year.
In our way of thinking these facts
are not something to brag about and
be proud of, as though educational
By

interests could suffer more than they
Such a bill would also help to set
do now.
a precedent for times to come.
Here in Maine, we have poll taxes,
If every person on campus who will
state-operated liquor stores, gas taxes, benefit by the passing of such a bill
cigarette taxes, sales taxes, and a two- or persons who have military service
dollar license fee. And there are before them will write to their repremore.
sentative, the Legislature will see that
In stating that other interests in college students are interested in the
the state would suffer if the bonus bill.
bill is passed, the opponents of this
Two representatives are going to inbill have halfway suggested that we troduce this bonus bill.
need more and better taxes. But with
If you are a Republican, you can
the taxes that we have now, those in- write to Representative Clyde Brown
terests should be well protected.
of Woodland.
If the bill passes the next LegislaIf you are a Democrat, you can
ture, it will be submitted to the people
write to Representative Arthur Dufor referendum in 1956. Too late to mais, Jr., of Lewiston.
help some through college, but in
They say that a word to the wise
timely aid for others.
is sufficient.
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Tri-Delt Says "Thanks"
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To the Editor:
The members of Delta Delta Delta
wish to thank students of the Maine
campus, faculty and friends for supporting their Christmas sale so generously.
In order to legally claim our German foster-son, Clemens, it was
necessary that we raise at least $120
to send to the Federation through
which we adopted him.
Although the girls had been work-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ing on numerous articles to be sold
and our alums had generously offered
to provide home-made food, we had
felt that amount was too much to
hope for from a sale such as this.
However, because all of you patronized our sale last Thursday, our net
profits were $130. Thank you.
LAURA LITTLE
President of
Delta Delta Delta

by Dick Bibler
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When the new history professor calls you in to discuss the prelim,
watch out for the mistletoe,
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Six Sororities Bid 57 Freshmen
During Fall Rushing Program
Fifty-seven co-eds received bids to
join the six sororities following the
fall rushing period.
The girls who have received bids
are as follows:
Alpha Omicron Pi—Joan Anderson. Dorothy Bradstreet, Patricia
Daigle, Constance Eberhardt, Beverly
Gould, Joan Lancaster, Lorraine Lander, Martha Mansfield, Annie Peer,
Nancy Schmidt, Marilyn Tarr, Roberta White, Elizabeth Lachance and
Joan Whitworth.
Chi Omega—Judith DeMerchant,
Patti Dessler, Lynette Hilt. Judith
Murray. Lois Perkins, Jane Pomroy,
Martha Trefethen, Doris White. Virginia Whittier and Rose Anne Greenlaw.
Delta Delta Delta—Janet Borges.
Susan Campbell, Georgette Cote,
Mary Gowell. Murray MacDonald,
Suzanne Maguire, Mary Maher, Priscilla Pfeiffer, Charlotte Riedel!, Ann
Rosenberger, Nancy Wakely. Barbara
Walker and Elizabeth Walker.
Delta Zeta—Marlene McKenney,
Gayle Prince. Janice Putnam and Judith Sawyer.
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The second artist in the 1954-55 University Concert Series will
be Isaac Stern, world renowned violinist. Stern will appear in
Memorial Gym on Jan. 11 at 8:15 p.m.
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Campus Ride Pool Santa Claus Grady
Lists 31 Signers
Appears At Party
The Histon, and Government De(Continued from Page One)
partment termed its third annual
To Northern New Jersey: Roy Christmas party in the Main Lounge
Lent, 228 Corbett Hall.
of the Union Building Monday afternoon a "great success."
PASSENGERS WANTED
A highlight of the party was the
To Washington, D. C.: Steve Hyatt,
emergence of Santa Claus, played
c/o Plaisted, Campus.
To Durham, N. C.. Marion Ham, by Prof. Gerald Grady, from the fireplace in the Lounge.
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Skits by both the faculty and stuTo Middletown. N. Y., Normand dents and the singing of Christmas
Sherwood, 3-B So. Apts.
songs highlighted the party.
To Hartford, Conn., John Roger.
The faculty was given a group
caricature portrait, drawn by Joan
Alpha Gamma Rho.
To White Plains. N. Y.: Harvey Geddy.
In charge of the program were
Wood, 134 Corbett Hall.
To New York City, Clayton Sin- Prof. Grady, Prof. William Jeffries,
and Prof. George Billias. Prof. David
clair. Tau Epsilon Phi.
Trafford
was master of ceremonies.
To Boston, Arthur Tournas, Chem.
Guests were Dean and Mrs. Joseph
Eng. Dept.: Harry Harmon, Alpha
Murray and Nelson B. Jones.
Gamma Rho.
To Biddeford-Saco Area: Allen
College life boring? Become a
Grace, 32 Mill St., Orono.
To Burlington, Vt.: F. K. Buxton, Campus reporter.
North Dorm 7.
To Newport-Pittsfield area: Clark
DECORATION
Connelly, Alpha Tau Omega.
SUPPLIES
To Boston- Worcester-New London,
Crepe
Paper—Stre
amers
Conn.: Bill Lord. Sigma Alpha EpsiScotch Tape—Staples
lon

Show Card Colors
When in Bangor stop at
11114`

Pilots Grill

Oppo,iite Dow Field—

Hammond St.

"We Cater to Parties
,nd Banquets"

People
Vo4s cc."

dilaI PARK
'
S"

PARK'S
Mill Street

HARDWARE
& VARIETY1
Orono. Maine

Sklar's Delicatessen and Grocery
117 State St.

Dial 6701

Sandwiches To Take Out
Bangor, Maine

The Shorettes Restaurant
Specialising in

Steaks — Chicken — Seafood
Hamburger with College Education
Corner Main & Center Sts.

Old Town

1

Phi Mu—Suzanne Haddrell, Sandra Higgins, Lois Inman, and Elizabeth Moloney.
Pi Beta Phi—Betty Buzzell. Julia
Dinsmore. Virginia Freeman, Marilyn
Graffam, Mary Anne Holt, Molly Inman, Winona Moreshead, Deborah
Plummer, Cynthia Rockwell. Elizabeth Sleight, Dale Starbird and Roberta Wyer.

Radio News Director
Speaks To Press Club
Robert Patten. news director for
WABI-TV, Bangor, was the speaker
at a recent meeting of the University
Press Club. Patten spoke on the
problems and methods of newsgathering for a television station.
He illustrated his talk with cases of
individual news stories which his station has covered through television
in the past.
Members made plans for a Christmas banquet for members of the
Maine Campus staff and employees of
the University Press.

Maine Exhibits
Indiana's Photos
Photographs in black and w hue and
color by Henry Holmes Smith and his
students at the University of Indiana
are now on display in the Louis Oakes
Room. The exhibition, which is open
to the public through December, is
called "Creative Photography."
Smith has taught photography at
the New Bauhaus in Chicago, where
a number of experimental approaches
to photography were evolved. Follov.ing the last war, he worked with
Nathan Lerner, who was then head
of the basic workshop at the Institute
of Design in Chicago.
At Indiana he has built an outstanding course of studies in the fine
arts aspects of photography, according
to Professor Hartgen.

Library Hours
The Library will be open during the vacation period, according to Librarian Louis T. Ibbotson. Hours will be from 8 to 5
Monday through Friday. It will
be closed Saturdays, Sundays and
Friday, Dec. 24. Saturday, Dec.
18, the Library will remain open
until 1 p.m.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
How a 11/4 hour "gem-cutting" operation
became an 8-minute mechanized job
PROBLEM: Preparing
quartz crystals for use
as electronic frequency
controls calls for the
highest degree of precision. So much so,
in fact, that prior to World War II
skilled gem-cutters were employed to
do the job.
But during the war, there were not
enough gem-cutters to keep up with the
demand for crystals in radar, military
communications and other applications.

Most of these machines were either
completely or largely designed and developed by Western Electric engineers.

RESULTS: With skill built into the
machines—with costly hand operations
eliminated—this Western Electric mechanization program raised production
of quartz crystals from a few thousand
a year to nearly a million a month
during the war years. This is just one of
the many unusual jobs undertaken and
solved by Western Electric engineers.

Western Electric tackled the job of
building into machines the skill and
precision that had previously called for
the most highly skilled operators.

SOLUTION: Here is how quartz crystals
are made now—by semi-skilled labor in
a fraction of the time formerly required:
A quartz stone is sliced into wafers on
a reciprocating diamond-edged saw,
after determination of optical and electrical axes by means of an oil bath and
an X-ray machine. Hairline accuracy is
assured by an orienting fixture.
The wafers are cut into rectangles on
machines equipped with diamond saws.
The human element is practically eliminated by means of adjustable stops and
other semi-automatic features.
The quartz rectangles are lapped
automatically to a thickness tolerance
of plus or minus.0001". A timer prevents
overlapping. Finally, edges are ground
to specific length and width dimensions
on machines with fully automatic microfeed systems.

Quartz stones are cut into wafers on this diamond-edged saw, with orientation to optical
axis controlled by fixture. This is just one of
several types of machines designed and developed by Western Electric engineers to mechanize quartz cutting.

[14-4-54:erri Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and
loureldale, Po.; Burlington,
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Pout and Duluth, Minn.
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City.
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Campus Post Office
Handy For Students
The post office located in the rear
of the Bookstore, opposite the Barber
Shop, has cashed as much as $40,000
worth of checks in a single day. Veteran subsistence checks and ROTC
checks account for this large sum at
certain times of the month.
In addition to this function, the
new post office handles parcel post,
money orders, registered and insured
mail, stamps, post cards, and stamped
envelopes.
This office was opened for the convenience of all people on campus.
Formerly, one had to trek to the
Orono Post Office in order to send a
money order or a registered letter.
Before the post office was acquired,
the Bookstore had been performing
for 40 years many postal services
which were costly for the University
Store Company and inadequate for
the students. Therefore, when the
opportunity arose to have a post
office with Federal aid, plus the
added postal services, the new post
office was established.
Last May the Bookstore bid for
and was granted the right to establish a campus post office.

Junior Class Names
Executive Committee

Orono, Maine, December 16, 1954

General University funds cannot be
used legitimately to support research
work for private industry or individuals. But the D.I.C. is able to enter
into contracts so that such work is
paid for by the private sponsor. By
charging a service fee, however, the
D.I.C. in the past had to go out of
state in securing contracts to show a
financial success.
The department now is concentrating on Maine manufacturers, large
and small alike. The department
handles requests from simple rock
analyses to contracts that run into the
thousands of dollars.
Will Concentrate On Maine
From its offices in 25 Wingate Hall
the department is making a concerted
effort to make personal calls on Maine
manufacturers. It is hoped that all
Maine manufacturers will be made
aware before long of the department's
facilities.
The D.I.C. concentrates mostly on
the some 170 manufacturers that employ over 100 persons. The Direc-

Jim Walker asks:

Can a mechanical
engineer make
real progress in
a chemical firm?

Jamas B. Walker received his B.S. in mechanical engineering from
North Carolina State College in June 1954, and he's presently working
for his M.S. at the same college. By asking pertinent questions, Jim is
making sure that the position be finally accepts will be the right one for
8 fellow with his training.

"Pick"Pickering answers:
Well, Jim, that's what the lawyers call a leading
question, and the answer leads right into my bailiwick. I came to Du Pont in 1940,after taking a combined mechanical and electrical engineering course.
So I had what you might call a double reason for
wondering about my future with a chemical firm.
I soon learned that the success of a large-scale
chemical process is vitally dependent upon mechanical equipment. And the success of this mechanical
equipment—especially for a new process—depends
on (1 ) Research, (2) Development, (3) Plant Engineering, and (4 ) close Supervision. The net result is
that a mechanical engineer at Du Pont can progress

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
WATCH "CAVALCADE OF AMERICA" ON TELEVISION

Canterbury House
Is Party Scene

Cooperation Department Does
Research For Maine Industry

Stanley Furrow. Frank Hickey,
Mary Jane Keith, Diane Livingston
MOE HIC kLY
and Jan Saleeby have been named to
the Junior Class Executive CommitD.I.C.
tee.
These initials probably create a
It was announced that the class blank in your mind, just as they did
dues for 1954-55 will be $8, including to us before we did a little research
the cost of the 1956 Prism. The class and came up with the answer.
voted to donate $400 to the Prism.
These initials mean Department of
May 6 has been tentatively set for Industrial Cooperation, an office set
the Junior Prom.
up at the University in 1945. Its priCharles Crossland, assistant to the mary objective is to see it:41 the spepresident, is serving as class advisor cific problem or question of any
for the third consecutive year.
Maine business man is directed to the
The Junior Class showed a balance University staff member whose special
of $3,811.15 in its treasury at the training makes him most able to help.
beginning of this semester, according Dr. Moore Directs
to Peggy Flynt, treasurer. Income last
Last February the department apyear amounted to $2,520 from class
pointed Dr. Terris Moore, former
dues and $52.49 from interest, making
president of the University of Alaska,
a total of $2,572.49.
as director.
Major expense was $284.48 for the
Dr. Moore and George Ainsworth,
Sophomore Hop. Other expenditures,
including Good Will Chest and class assistant director, are trying to acquaint Maine industry with the trepicnic, amounted to $146.29.
mendous source of information that
exists in the special talents and trainDid you know that the music for ing of University staff members, and
the "Maine Stein Song" is from the in the use of the many laboratories
march "Opie," by Fenstad?
and special facilities here.

H. M.Pickering, Jr., received a B.S. in M.B.
and E.E. from the Univ. of Minn. in 1940. He
gained valuable technical experience at Hanford Works, in Richland, Washington, and in
Du Pont's Fabrics and Finishes Plant at Parlin,
N.J.Today he is Works Engineer for Du Pont's
Seaford, Del., plant, where nylon comes from.

along any one of these four broad highways to a toplevel position.
My own Du Pont experience includes mechanical
engineering work in fields as varied as atomic energy,
fabrics and finishes, and nylon manufacture. Every
one of these brought with it a new set of challenging
problems in construction, instrumentation, and
power supply; and every one provided the sort of
opportunities a man gets in a pioneering industry.
So, to answer your question, Jim, a mechanical
engineer certainly has plenty ofchances to get somewhere with a chemical company like Du Pont!
Want to know more about working with Du Pont?
Send for a free copy of"Mechanical Engineers at DuPont."
This 24-page booklet describes in detail the four broad
categorieg ofjobs mentioned by "Pick"Pickering.Typical
pioneering problems in each of these four categories are
outlined. This booklet briefs a young mechanical engineer
on how some of the newest and most challenging problems
in his field were solved. Write to E.I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co.(Inc. 2521 Nemours Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

Or

Canterbury Club held its annual
Christmas party at Canterbury House
Wednesday night. The party was preceded by a chapel service.
The basement room was decorated
with greens and paper snowflakes for
the occasion, and club members
brought gifts for a Christmas tree.
The gifts were sent to the Church of
St. Edward the Martyr in New York
City for their annual Children's
Christmas Party.
The party was under the general
chairmanship of Liz Rand and Sally
Carroll.
Guests were Prof. Walter Whitney,
Mr. and Mrs. William Stone, and
Father and Mrs. Mason.
Sunday evening a group from Canterbury Club w ent Christmas carolling at a local conv elescent home and
at the home of Pres. and Mrs. Arthur
Hauck. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Mason. Refreshments were
served the group at the president's
home.

tory of Maine Manufacturers lists
1650 industries, most of which employ as few as 10 or 12 people, while
500 of these industries are sawmills
which come under the supervision of
the Forestry department.
Dr. Moore, a native of New Jersey,
but whose grandparents were Maine
people, says this state is destined to
expand industrially. He feels Maine
is a pleasant place to live and that it
makes an ideal location for the decentralization of big business which
he believes is imminent.
Not only is the D.I.C. an interesting field. but Dr. Moore is an equally
interesting subject. An energetic person, to say the least, Dr. Moore graduated from Williams College and Harvard graduate school.
He went from Harvard to teach at
U.C.L.A. and served as consultant in
the Quartermaster Corps during
World War II. Following the war he
was appointed president of the society
that administers the policy of the
Boston Museum of Science.
President Of Alaska
From 1949 to 1952 Dr. Moore assumed the position of President of the
University of Alaska. The actual
campus enrollment of Alaska at that
time was approximately 400, but the
total number of students reached by
the college totaled about 14,000. This
number included thousands of U.S.
service men stationed in Alaska's
Army and Air Force bases.
Think it's cold here? The average
temperature at the University of
Alaska during the winter, according
to Dr. Moore. averages between 50
and 60 degrees below zero.

Name Gardner Advisor
Dr. Wofford Gardner, Speech Department head, is succeeding Philip
C. Joyce as faculty adviser of the
Maine Radio Guild and WORO. The
replacement was made when Joyce
left the University.
The lost and found bureau is located in the Memorial Union at the
desk in the upstairs lobby.

Have

CRAIG
The Tailor
Do Your
CLEANING, PRESSING
& REPAIRING
Contact our agents
on campus
3 Main St., Orono
Tel. 6-3656
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Sophomores Defeat Frosh
in Annual Class Meet;
Jenkins Praises Losers

Bea4 qacild

BY PAUL FERRIGNO
This year's Fraternity basketball
campaign may prove to be one of the
best ever, if the present close race is
an indication of things to come.
In recent years there has been one
By MAX BURRI
or two teams each year who have
Last Saturday Coach Chester Jenkins' Freshman and Sophodominated the circuit, and it was not
more indoor trackmen made their 1954-1955 debut in the fieldhouse.
uncommon for the winner to go
through the season undefeated. This
• Contrary to last year's results, the
is one feat which should be almost
upperclassmen posted a convincing
impossible to accomplish this year.
661,:3-531
/
2 victory over the freshmen.
Last season started the abrupt
Experience and the talent of such
change in Fraternity circles, as Sigma
Sophomore point gainers as Don
Chi won a close struggle after an upBurwell, Jim Varner, and Joe Dell
set-filled campaign with a 15-1 record.
proved to be more than enough to
To prove futher the unpredictable
hold down the spirited but green
status of the league last season, Phi
Frosh.
Mu Delta, who was by far the leader
It may be a Christmas recess for Depth Big Factor
in total offense and defense, was
Noteworthy performances were also
most
students, but Ted Curtis' varsity
beaten twice and finished in a second
turned
in by Sophomores Bob Nastcross-country ski squad will travel
place tie with Phi Gamma Delta.
ins and Karl Kraske.
out
of
state
to
compete
in
two meets Finch
This year's campaign should prove
Stars
over the holidays.
to be even more interesting and excitTop performer for the Freshmen
Saturday
the Blue skiers will travel was Bill Finch,
ing. There are a flock of strong
who captured the
to Franconia, N. H., to compete in broad
teams competing for top honors,
jump and 50 yard dash.
the annual season's opener for skiers
while the weak sisters in past years
Other Frosh who looked particularI from all over New England. The ly
have been improved.
good in Saturday's meet were
meet, consisting of cross country and Vern
As we see it from here, there are
Howard in the 600, Dick Law
giant
slalom events, will last through in the mile,
at least eight teams at the present
Stan Gass in the shot
Sunday.
time that have a good chance of
put and Bill Schroeder in the pole
capturing the title. Phi Mu, KapCoach Curtis noted that the main vault.
object of this meet is to get the squad
pa Sig, Phi Eta and Phi Gam are
When asked for his outlook on the
ready for the oncoming season. The coming season, Coach Jenkins said
the best bets, but on the outside
ski mentor was evidently looking that the Frosh show a lot of promise.
positions with a very fine chance
Maine captain John Dana (18) attempts to drive through Bates
forward to the season's first big meet He commented that the Freshmen
to pull an upset are Sigma Chi,
defense for layup but Smith (14) of Bates has other ideas and is
at Lyndonville, Vermont, Jan. 1-2.
Lambda Chi, Beta and Sigma Nu.
were very conscientious about attendshown reaching mer the charging Dana in effort to block shot. In
Curtis announced that he will take ing practice, noting that practice and
After completing the first segbackground %atehing play is Manteiga (3) of Bates. Action took
eight skiers to Franconia Saturday. conditioning are the backbone of any
ment of the campaign before the
place in Maine-Bates Contest at the Memorial Gym last Wednesday
Competing in the cross country event track team.
Christmas holiday-, no less than
evening.
(Photo
will be Wes Scrone, one of the top Meet Bates Next
by
Afeinecke
)
five teams are undefeated and
overland performers in the country,
The next Frosh meet will be
ten are over the .500 mark.
Frank Morgan, Bruce Reed, Leon against the Bates J.V.'s on Saturday,
Of the dark horses, Beta has
Akers, John Bragoli, Wayne Libby Jan. 8. Bates, which allows
freshbeen the surprise thus far. The
and James Gilson.
men to compete on varsity teams,
Betas have taken all of their first
In the giant slalom event on Sun- will use the men that
probably
three starts to deadlock with Phi
day will be John Knowles, Milton wouldn't place against the Maine
varEta and Phi Gam for first place.
Cristy, in addition to
Akers, sity.
They have a well balanced club
The Varsity Black Bear basketball s4uad will lac: a jam- Bragoli and Gilson. Morgan,
Curtis noted
Saturday's summary: 40 yard hurwith no standout scorer as yet. Lead- packed schedule after the holidays, meeting Connecti
cut, Rhode here that Bill Johnson, the number dles—Won by Varner (5); second,
ing them at the moment is Warren Island and Colby in that order.
two man on the squad last season, Burwell (S); third, Schroeder
(F)
Schildberg with 27 points in three
Both the Connecticut and Rhody opponent for the DeVettemen the will be unable to compete Saturday. (6.4; 50 yard dash—Won by Finch,
contests.
Last year in the Franconia meet (F): second, Varner (S);
games will be on the road on succes- fonowing evening. Dave Stenhouse,
third,
Lambda Chi, has been vastly
sive nights Jan. 6 and 7 respectively, who averaged better than 17 points Wes Scrone finished sixth in a large Dodge (F)(5.7); one mile run—Won
strengthened by the addition of sophoand the Bears will return home on the per game last season, gigantic 6' 7" field. This year Curtis said that he by Howard (F); second, Hall (S);
more Paul Meyer, who has led them evening
of Tuesday, Jan. 10, to fare ace rebaunder Art Hellwig. a pair of is expecting some strong competition third, Fearon (F) (19.6).
to their current 3-1 record. Meyer
a strong Colby five.
6' 4" forwards Eric Anderson and from Dartmouth, Middlebury Col65 yard low hurdles—Won by Varis the league's second highest scorer
The UConns, who defeated Nation- Bob Stairs. and high scoring guard lege and an exceptional New Hamp- ner, (S); second, Stinson (S); third,
with a 21.7 average for four games.
al Invitational champions Holy Cross Bob Serra. will be some of the com- shire aggregation.
Beyer (F) (7.9); 1000 yard run—
His top effort was a 29 point outburst
last season to earn the district one petition ;he Bears will have to conWon by Law (F); second, Stinson
against SAE.
NCAA bid, is one of the stronge,t tend with.
(S); third Kraske (S) (2:30.1); 300
In addition to Meyer. the Lambda hoop combinati
Women
ons in the East this
'
s Sports I yard run—Won by Dodge (F); secFollowing this southern jaunt, the
Chi's have towering Dan Byrant and year.
Maine five will return to Orono to
ond. Eldridge (S); third, Noddin
classy Al Searway, both of whom
BY JOANNE STURTEVANT
The Huskies have one of the best meet a powerful and presently unde(F) (35.9).
made the combination Campus and rebounder
The WAA held a meeting and
s in the country in 6' 5" feated Colby aggregation. In the first
High Jump—Won by Burwell (S);
Radio Intramural All Star squad last
Art Quimby, who last year was se- meeting of the year between the two, Christmas Party at Miss Lois-Inez second place tie between Stinson (S),
season. Both Bryant and Searw ay
lected on the All-New England and Colby won an easy 76-59 decision at Smith's home in Orono last Wednes- Beyer (F) (5' 8"); Pole Vault—Won
were among the top ten in the inday evening.
All-Yankee Conference squads. In Waterville last Saturday evening.
by Hastings (S); tie for second bedividual scoring race last season.
The Officials Club met last week tween Rearick
addition the squad boasts such strong
Although
beaten
by 17 points, the
(F), Schroeder (F)
Sigma Nu definitely will show returning lettermen
as Ron Bushwll, Blue played their best brand of ball and election of officers was held (11' 3"); Broad Jump—Won by
progress before the year's Jim Ahearn, Gordon
with
Gloria
Trafton elected president Finch (F); second, A.
Duddy, Bob of the still young season. Pete KostaJohnson (F);
oi,er with, despite their opening
Dube. Al Wehrle and Ernie Braver- copoulous, played his best ball game and Sally Rand secretary. Anyone third, Musson (S) (20' 10/
1
2"); Shot
loss to Phi Mu.
wishing
to
join
the
club should con- put—Won by Gass (F); second,
man.
thus far drove and foul shot his way
Dell
They have a complete veteran
Rhode Island, with a host of re- to 18 points, as high scorer of the tact either Miss Smith at the Women's (S); third, Cyr (F) (46' 94's").
ball club which lost just three turning lettermen, will be the
Physical
Education
office
or
Gloria
next evening for the Maine squad.
Discus—Won by Hastings (S); secgames last season, and have addTrafton at South Estabrooke.
ond. Vanderoff (S); third, Kutz (F)
ed a fine playmaker in Ron
The Square Dance Club meets regu- (112' 131
/
2"); 28 pound hammer—
Mooers to the squad this year.
larly every Tuesday evening from Won by Dell (S); second, Blais
(S):
Also back for the Black Knights
7-8 in the Women's Gym, and every- third, Vanderoeff (S). Distance 45'
as playing coach is Bill Brown
one is welcomed to join the fun. At 2/
1
2".
and Larry Monk, both of whom
the present time, the club is planning
Christmas
After
the
1954recess the
Fraternity League
were on the All-Fraternity squad
to send a group to New Hampshire
55 intramural basketball campaign
last year.
Won
Lost for the annual Square Dance Festival
swings into the new year with a total
during the week end of March 5.
The mentioned squads all have
Phi Gam
3
0
the potential to give the "big of 24 games slated for the initial
Phi Eta
The group has a six piece orchestra
3
0
four" (Phi Mu, Phi Gam, Phi week.
which is proving to be very talented.
Beta
3
0
The University\ indoor track team
Last week's results.
Paul Mudgett, Arthur Wylde and will open
Eta and Kappa Sig) quite an arKappa Sig
2
0
its 1954 schedule against
Henry Beck are the callers for the the Bates
gument this season.
Monday, Dec.6
Phi Mu
2
0
Bobcats on Saturday, Jan
group. The officers of the club are: 8, in the
Thus far the choice quartet has
Sigma Nu
2
Oak 48 Newman 33
1
Fieldhouse.
Maude Kinney, president: Richard
been undefeated. Phi Eta and Phi
Alpha Gam
2
1
Corb. 265 Freeloaders 61
The Maine thinclads will be facing
Fitzgerald, vice president; Kendall a strong
Gam have won three while Phi
Sigma Chi
3
2
Dunn 265 So. Apts. 53
Bates squad with just two
Bossett, treasurer; and Mary Murray, men missing
Mu and Kappa Sig sport two wins
N.D. 4 55 Corb. 3 37
from last year. Bates
secretary.
American League
apiece.
defeated the Pale Blue at Lewiston
Phi Kap 87 ATO 45
last season.
Another startling observation has Phi Mu 38 Sig Ep 26
Won
Lost
However, the Bears, who with some
been the inept showing of tall Phi
Tune
Dunn
2
in
to
station
0
WORO
r%
er•
Tuesday, Dec. 7
Kap, who have been beaten in four
Dunn 4
Wednesday evening at 8 to hear strong sophomores and a host of
0
Beta 44 Sigma Chi 42
of five contests. By far the tallest
Cabins
the fraternity basketball "game veterans captured the annual outdoor
0
team in the circuit—they average in Sig Ep 73 Theta Chi 31
Oak
of the week" as announced by state track meet and placed third in
the vicinity of 6' 3". To complicate Sigma Nu 64 Delta Tau 41
Newman
chief sports announcer Stan Mil- the Yankee Conference races last
1
matters even more, they possess the Phi Eta 65 SAE 52
ton. The campus radio station spring, should he well equipped to
National
league's leading scorer in 6' 5" Kappa Sig 55 Lambda Chi 51
has contracted 13 games in addi- meet the challengers from southern
"Moose" Hendrickson. who has beer. Phi Gam 47 l'hi Kan 25
lost
tion to tournament play for the Maine.
Coach Chester Jenkins, commentbree7ing along with a 23.7 average
Monday, Dec. 13
N.D. 4
students' listening pleasure from
0
ing on the prospects of his team, said
for four games.
Newman 70 Oeummo 67
now until the season's conclusion
N.D. 8-9
they may be hurt by the perennial
Also, the gigantic "Moose," a var- Oak 79 Twags 19
in March. The next game to be
Corb.
4
problem of conditioning. Jenkins said
0
sity ballplayer last season and part PEK 71 SC 46
broadcast will be the important at the present
time only Paul Firlotte,
N.D.
of this year. holds the individual high
Corb. 2 47 Corb..13
1
Phi Mu-Phi Cam contest on Jan- Karl Kraske.
Chellis Smith. and Bill
scoring mark for the year.
Standings at the intermission im.hides
Corh, I
1
uary 5.
Johnson are in top shape

Skiers Compete
In Two Meets
Over Holidays

Maine Five At UConn, Rhody;
Return Home With Colby Jan. 10

I

Within The Walls

Varsity Trackmen
Open Against Bates
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Maine Newman
Conference Host

Sophomore President
Names Executive Council
Eben DeGrasse, president of the
Sophomore Class, announces Jane
Caton, Claudette Halle, Wesley English, John Edgar, and James Nicklas
members of the Sophomore Class
Executive Committee. The class officers also serve on the committee.
The Executive Committee elected
class secretary, Mararetmary McCann, class historian and publicity
chairman.

Orono, Maine, December 16. 1931

Prize Offered For Best One-Act Play
A prize of about $40 is again
offered for the best one-act play written by a University undergraduate.
The play should be one designed
for the stage rather than reading and
must be written within one year of
the closing date of the contest, April
22, 1955.
The prize v.as instituted by Robert
C. Hamlet, valedictorian of the class
of 1925 and former president of the
Maine Masque.

A regional conference of Maine
Newman Clubs will be held on campus Jan. 7-9. The theme of the conference is "The Catholic Mind in
Hanson Baldwin, military analyst for the New lurk Times and Education." The University of Maine
Pulitzer Prize Winner, will be the Newman Club will be host.
second speaker in the current
Other participating colleges are
series of Unkersity-Community Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, and FarmingLectures, Da‘id Trafford. chairton and Gorham State Teachers Colman of the assembly committee.
Dartmouth is sending a visiting
leges.
announced Thursday.
Baldwin's speech, to which the delegation.
students and public are imited.
The conference will include panel
will be held at 8 p.m., January workshops, masses at Our Lady of
Nine pledges were initiated last Judy Pasetto, Evelyn Whitney, Clau13 in the 'Pl'omen"s Cym.
Wisdom Chapel, a dance in the Union week by Kappa Delta Pi, honor sodette Coffin, Jessie Sargent, Hubert
Building and an open house at New- ciety of the School of Education.
Clemons,
Joan Gerrish, Priscilla BurUniversity Press Staff
man Hall.
New members are Jane Edwards,
ton, and Mary Strickland.
Guests At Banquet
Guest speaker at the meeting was
LniNersity employ ees ot the camProfessor Gerald Read, of the depus Press were special guests of the
David Foster, Richard Garnashe various student governments and their partment of education at Kent State
Maine Campus and University Press
Club Tuesday evening at a Christmas and Joan Kirshen represented Maine problems.
University in Ohio. Prof. Read is
At this meeting a plan was proposed second national vice-president
banquet in North Estabrooke.
at the fall Regional Conference of the
to collect books for Korean students.
Also attending were staff members
The meeting opened with the instalNational Student Association at the The
Maine Student Senate has taken lation of new officers. They are
of the Campus, the paper's advisers,
University of Bridgeport recently. no action on this proposal.
and members of the Press Club.
Glorsky, vice president; Elinor Rider,
Approximately 100 students repreAccording to Foster, "The student secretary; Ruth Ernst, treasurer; WilDonald Taverner, executive Alumni Secretary, was the speaker. He senting 20 schools in the New Eng- government at Maine seems to be ma Monroe, historian, and Alma
was introduced by Brooks W. Hamil- land area were present to discuss the stronger than at other schools."
Merrill, program chairman.
ton, Head of the Journalism Department.

Nine Are Initiated Into Honor Society

Maine Represented AtStudentConclave

Contest rules may be picked up
any morning from the secretary of
the English department at 200 Stevens
Judges will be Arts and Sciences'
Dean Joseph M. Murray, Dr. Albert
M. Turner, and Masque President
Norman Andrews.

Chemist And Former
Professor Write Paper
An associate chemist in the Technology Experiment Station and a former faculty member are the authors
of an article entitled "A Conductimetric Control Test for Sulphite Acid
Strength" in the November 5 issue of
Paper Trade Journal.
Herbert Freedman, associate chemist at Maine, and Dr. Edward F.
Thode, a former associate professor of
chemical engineering, wrote the article
about research work which they conducted at the Technology Experiment
Station. Dr. Thode is now with an
industrial concern in St. Paul, Minn.
Something important happening in
your club? Let everyone else in on it.

Eagle-Owl Ball Game
Scheduled For Jan. 11

To
Lt.

The Sophomore Eagle and Owl
honor societies will play their annual
basketball game Friday evening, Jan.
7, in Memorial Gymnasium, it was
announced this week.
The game will take place during
the intermission of the dance, also
sponsored by the two societies. The
dance starts at 8 o'clock.

Five
of Ho;
day in
winner
sion a
Friday

Feb. 4 Date Announced
For Winter Graduation
Feb. 4 has been set for the MidWinter graduation exercises of the
University, it was announced today
by James A. Harmon, registrar.
Exercises will start at 8:15 p.m. in
the Women's Gymnasium.
Approximately 60 seniors and
graduate students will receive letters
soon concerning the commencement
exercises from the registrar's office.
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Phi Gam Elects
Hiram Bronson was elected president of Omega Mu chapter of Phi
Gamma Delta Monday night.
Other officers elected were Eben
Degrasse. treasurer; Bradford Claxton, recording secretary, Richard
Libby. corresponding secretary: John
Edger. historian, and Frederick Leighton, sergeant-at-arms.
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Maatabarr Federal Resarre Bank

Pre.
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
V7.9,
affiaaa In
Ealtern Maine
Meroanor Fadioral Deposat Inaurano• Corp.

11%!
IOW

KING SIZE OR REGULAR
Perfect to give ... no filter compares
wilb L&M's Miracle Tip for quality or
effectiveness. Much more flavor, much
less nicotine. L&M — America's best
filter cigarette...in the most distinctive
of holiday cartons.
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